SupplementAnalysis For Disposalof Certain Rocky Flats
Plutonium-Bearing Materials at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant

PURPOSE
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is proposing to revise its approach for managing
approximately 0.97 metric tons (MT) of plutonium-bearing materials (containing about 0.18 MT
of surplus plutonium) located at the Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site (RFETS).
DOE is proposing to repackage and transport these materials for direct disposal at the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) near Carlsbad, New Mexico.
Several DOE environmental impact statements (EISs) discuss the potential impacts from
different proposed alternatives for the storage and disposition of surplus plutonium and waste
containing surplus plutonium. These EISs evaluated and presentedthe potential impacts for
several disposal alternatives including conversion to mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel, immobilization,
and direct disposal at WIPP. DOE also has prepared two supplement analyses (SAs) to assess
changesto proposals for storing surplus plutonium. In addition, DOE has issued several Records
of Decision (RODs), amendedRODs, and supplemental RODs that determine the disposition
paths for surplus plutonium and plutonium-bearing materials within the DOE complex.
The Council on Environmental Quality regulations for implementing the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) [40 CFR 1502.9(c)] direct Federal agenciesto prepare a supplemental EIS
when an agency "(i) makes substantial changes in the proposed action that are relevant to
environmental concerns, or (ii) there are significant new circumstances or information relevant to
environmental concerns and bearing on the proposed action or impacts." When it is unclear
whether a supplemental EIS is required, DOE NEPA regulations (10 CFR 1021.314(c)) direct
the preparation of a SA to assist in making that determination.
The purpose of this SA is to evaluate, through the use of analyses in existing NEPA documents,
the potential impacts of repackaging and transporting approximately 0.97 MT ofRFETS
plutonium-bearing materials (containing about 0.18 MT of surplus plutonium) for direct disposal
at WIPP and to determine if additional NEPA analysis is required.
BACKGROUND

Historically, RockyFlats hasuseda material identificationsystemthat segregated
plutoniumbearingmaterialsby processorigin and/orto designatethe subsequent
processstepsfor
plutonium recoveryandrecycle. The categorizationis known as Item DescriptionCodes(mCs).
In January1993,thesemcs were groupedinto two majorcategories,ProductandResidue,in
orderto plan andmanagethe future dispositionof the Site's plutonium-bearingmaterials. The
characterizationof plutonium-bearingmaterialsas Productor Residuewasbasedon the average
plutonium concentrationof eachmc, the relative easeor difficulty of recovery,and/orwhether
an mc was traditionally consideredProductor Residue. In general,the Productcategorywas
comprisedofmCs with averageplutoniumconcentrationsgreaterthan 50 percentby weight.
However,an mc could be designatedasresiduematerial althoughsomeindividual items within
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this IDC exceed 50 percent by weight. Similarly, an IDC could be designated as Product
material although some individual items within this IDC are less than 50 percent by weight.
DOE has already decided to dispose of the Residue materials at WIPP as transuranic waste
(TRUW)! (DOE, 1998c and 2001 a). The Product materials were originally part of a set of
materials destined to be repackaged and sentto the Savannah River Site (SRS) for storage and
possible subsequentdisposition (DOE, 1997a; DOE 2002b). However, as the Rocky Flats
closure plans matured, a more detailed review has been undertaken of the items within the
Product oxide IDCs. This evaluation revealed that a significant quantity of the materials in the
Product oxide IDCs contained plutonium concentrations comparable to the Residue materials.
Additionally, these items contained the same plutonium compounds and many of the same
impurities and physical characteristics as the materials in the Residue IDCs. In fact, these low
assayoxides from the Product IDCs:

originatedfrom the sameaqueousrecoveryprocessesand/orcontainimpurities similar to the
Wet Residuecategory;or
originatedfrom the samepyrochemicalprocessesand/orcontainedimpurities similar to the
SaltResiduecategory;or
originatedfrom the sameprocesslines and/orcontainedimpurities comparableto the Ash
Residuecategory.
This SA addressesapproximately 0.97 MT of low assayoxides (containing about 0.18 MT of
surplus plutonium) from the Product IDCs. These low assayoxides are referred to in this SA as
"proposed action materials." In order to dispose of the RFETS Residue materials at WIPP, the
Residue materials were repackagedto meet the requirements for safeguardstermination2 and the
WIPP waste acceptancecriteria (WAC). The proposed action materials would be repackaged in
a like manner for disposal at WIPP.

I For wasteclassification,DOE specificallydefmesTRUW aswastecontainingmore than 100nanocuriesof alpha
emitting transuranicisotopesper gram of wastewith half-lives greaterthan 20 yearsexceptasnoted in ChapterIII
of DOE Guide435.1-1(DOE, 1999a).
2DOE Order474.1 requirestaking certainstepsor meetingcertainconditionsbeforenuclearmaterialsare
consideredsufficiently unattractive,as a sourceof fissile materialfor illicit purposes,to allow themto be exempted
from safeguardcontrols. The primary stepincludesblendingtheplutonium-bearingmaterialswith inhibitor
materialsto makethe nuclearmateriallessattractiveandhaving lower plutoniumconcentration.DOE approvedthe
necessarystepsand conditionsto terminatesafeguardcontrolsfor certainResiduematerialsand low assayoxidesin
a memorandumfrom BarbaraA. Mazurowski,Manager,Rocky FlatsField Office to RobertE. Tiller, Kaiser-Hill
Company,LLC (Approval of VarianceRequestRFPK-DOE-474.J-VR-O62B,
Terminationof Safeguardson
AttractivenessLevelD Waste,March 15,2001). In August2002,DOE conf1rn1ed
thatthe proposedactionmaterials
are coveredby this varianceapprovalin a memorandumfrom Ned B. Larson,Acting Office Director, Rocky Flats
ProgramOffice to EugeneC. Schmidt,Manager,Rocky FlatsField Office (SafeguardsTerminationlimit Variance
RegardingRockyFlats Low-GradePlutonium Oxides,August 5,2002). A discussionof safeguardstermination
limits canbe found in ResiduesEIS Summary,section1.3.1 (DOE, 1998b)and the relatedRecordsof Decision
(DOE, 1998cand DOE, 2001a).
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PRIOR NEPA DOCUMENTATION
During the 1990's, DOE prepared several NEPA documents to addressthe managementand
disposition of surplus nuclear materials and wastes associatedwith the production of nuclear
weapons during the Cold War within the DOE complex. NEPA documents providing the
programmatic and site-specific basesto implement the disposition of plutonium-bearing
materials within the DOE complex include the following:
1

Storageand Disposition of Weapons-Usable
Fissile Materials Final Programmatic
EnvironmentalImpact Statement(S&D PElS), DOE/EIS-O229,December1996.

2. WasteIsolation Pilot Plant DisposalPhaseSupplementalEnvironmentalImpact Statement

(SEIS-II), DOE-EIS-OO26-FS2,
September1997.
3. Final Environmental Impact Statementon Management of Certain Plutonium Residues and
Scrub Alloy Stored at the Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site (Residues EIS),

DOE/EIS-O277F,August1998.
4.

SurplusPlutoniumDispositionFinal EnvironmentalImpact Statement(SPDEIS), DOE/EIS0283, November 1999.
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SupplementAnalysis for Storing Plutonium in the Actinide Packaging and Storage Facility
and Building 105-K at the SavannahRiver Site, DOE/EIS-O229-SA-1, July 1998.

6. SupplementAnalysis for Storage of Surplus Plutonium Materials in the K -Area Material
Storage Facility at the SavannahRiver Site, DOE/EIS-0229-SA-2, February 2002.
The S&D PElS analyzed the storage and disposition of up to 50 MT of surplus plutonium. The
project-specific EIS documents (Residues EIS and SPD EIS) and the two SAs analyzed various
actions for specific plutonium-bearing material categories at several DOE sites, including
support of the RFETS closure by packaging and shipping the majority of the plutonium-bearing
residues for disposal at WIPP and the remainder of the non-pit plutonium materials to SRS for
storage and possible disposition. The SEIS-II analyzed the disposal of defense-related TRUW
including waste treatment options, transportation to WIPP, and the disposal of this waste in the
WIPP repository.
The various EISs presentpotential impacts for both normal and accident conditions, and for the
preferred and other reasonablealternatives. The EISs cover a range of actions including the
characterization, management, storage, stabilization, packaging, transportation, processing, and
disposal of the surplus plutonium from various sites throughout the DOE complex. The SAs
analyzed changing the storage facility at the SRS for surplus plutonium from various sites in the
DOE complex, including RFETS. The July 1998 SA (DOE, 1998a) analyzed storing RFETS
surplus plutonium in the existing K-Area Materials Storage (KAMS) Facility in Building 105-K
pending completion of a new facility, the Actinide Packaging and Storage Facility (APSF). The
February 2002 SA (DOE, 2002a) analyzed the long-term storage of surplus plutonium from
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RFETS and the Hanford Site in KAMS instead of in APSF, in light of DOE's decision to cancel
the APSF (DOE, 2001b).
DOE is now proposing to dispose of approximately 0.18 MT of the RFETS surplus plutonium
(contained in approximately 0.97 MT of bulk materials) at WIPP instead of storing it in KAMS
at SRS, pending possible disposition through other means. This SA examines whether the
potential impacts of this action are adequatelydescribed in the WIPP SEIS-II. It should be noted
that disposal at WIPP of the 50 MT of surplus plutonium from around the DOE complex that
were the subject of the S&D PElS was previously considered in scoping all alternatives for that
PElS. This option was eliminated from further consideration (i.e., determined to be
unreasonable)becauserepackaging all 50 MT to a form that would make the material
unattractive would have exceededthe capacity ofWIPP. This would still be true if all 50 MT
were considered for disposal at WIPP.

ESTIMATE OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
The potential environmental impacts of repackaging and transporting the proposed action
materials for direct disposal at WIPP can be divided into three phases: (1) activities at RFETS to
prepare the material for disposal, (2) transport of the material to WIPP, and (3) disposal activities
at WIPP. In the first phase, the proposed action materials.would be repackaged to meet the
WIPP WAC and safeguards termination requirements. Once these repackagedmaterials meet
the WIPP WAC and safeguards termination requirements, they would be ready for shipment to

WIPP.
The analysis presented below supports the conclusion that the proposed action would not result
in significant impacts or impacts significantly different from those analyzed in the SEIS-II, and
in particular those impacts associatedwith Alternative 1 of that SEIS. The impacts of
repackaging, transporting, and disposing of the materials at issue are small in absolute terms.
Moreover, the impacts of each of these actions either are bounded by or will not be significantly
difterent from those analyzed in the SEIS-II.
As to repackaging, the impacts for ordinary operations would be bounded by the analysis in the
SEIS-II, even when adding the very small impacts from repackaging the proposed action
material, becausethe SEIS-II contemplated the repackaging of considerably more plutonium
than the total amount of plutonium that will actually be repackaged at RFETS. With regard to
the most severe accident scenario, an earthquake,the impacts would be greater than predicted in
the SEIS-II becausethe proportion of plutonium in the containers being repackaged is larger than
in the containers analyzed in the SEIS-II. But the difference is not significant becausethe
impacts are still small, and becausethe earthquake scenario has a predicted frequency of less
than once over 100,000 years.
The impacts from transporting and disposing of the proposed action materials are small and
bounded by those predicted in the SEIS-II. As to transportation, this is becauseonce the material
has beenrepackaged for shipment, the shipments containing those packageswill be in all
applicable respects similar to the shipments analyzed in the SEIS-II, and becausethe actual
number of shipments from RFETS to WIPP will be fewer than the number of shipments
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analyzedin the SEIS-II, evenwhenthe shipmentsof the proposedactionmaterialsareincluded.
As to disposal,oncethe material at issuehasbeenrepackaged,it will meetthe WIPP waste
acceptancecriteria, the relevantconsiderationusedin analyzingthe impactsof disposingof the
materialanalyzedin the SEISII, andthe volume (and impacts)of materialslatedfor disposal
from all sites,including the proposedactionmaterial,will remainwell below the total analyzed
in the SEIS-II.
As discussedbelow, the methodology for predicting the impacts of phase 1 -repackaging the
materials at RFETS -involves adjusting the impacts presented in the SEIS- II to account for the
fact that the plutonium proportion of the material (i.e., the "plutonium loading") is higher than
the assumption used in the SEIS-ll to predict the impacts of repackaging activities at RFETS. In
contrast, the analysis for phases2 and 3 involves a direct comparison to the results shown in the
SEIS-ll. The transportation and disposal analyses in the SEIS-ll assumethat the TRUW
transported to and disposed of at WIPP will meet all requirements of the WIPP WAC.
Table I presents the amount of plutonium-bearing materials and related parameters used in
evaluating the potential impacts of the proposed action. Table 2 presents selectedparameters
from the SEIS-II applicable to the TRUW at RFETS proposed for disposal at WIPP in that SEIS.
These parameters are used in this SA to analyze the potential impacts of disposing of the
additional approximately 0.97 MT of plutonium-bearing materials at WIPP.

Table 1 Estimate of the Proposed Plutonium-Bearing

Materials for WIPP Disposal

Note: Post-TreatmentLisposalVolume representsthe volumeresulting from repackagingactivities of bulk
plutonium-bearingmaterialsmixed with inhibitor materialsto meetbothWIPP WAC and safeguards
terminationrequirements.

Table 2 SelectedParameters from the SEIS-II

Source: DOE, 1997b. Volume- TableA-6, Post-TreatmentDisposalVolume, Total
Inventory; Numberof Shipments-Table E-1, Action Alternative 1, Total Inventory;
Plutoniumloadillg calculatedbasedon curie contentof TableA-32, specificactivities and
volume.
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The quantity of the TRUW from the proposed action (269 m3) is relatively small when compared
to the overall TRUW volume that WIPP was designed to manage, about 0.2 percent of total
disposal capacity of 175,600 m3 allowed under the WIPP Land Withdrawal Act. WIPP has an
estimated excess capacity of approximately 68,000 m3 (approximately 40 percent) based on the
current projected disposal volume of approximately 107,600 m3 (DOE, 2000). The proposed
action materials represent about 1.5% of the volume of RFETS TRUW which DOE assumed in
the SEIS-II would be disposed of at WIPP, and about 2 % of the number of shipments ofRFETS
TRUW to WIPP assumedin that SEIS. Furthermore, DOE believes that the assumedwaste
volume and number of shipments contained in the SEIS-II and reflected in Table 2 continue to
represent an upper bound for the disposal ofRFETS TRUW at WIPP, even when the additional
proposed action materials are taken into consideration. As of September 1, 2002, approximately
660 shipments containing about 4,100 cubic meters ofTRUW have been shipped from RFETS to
WIPP. DOE projects that a maximum of 1,700 RFETS shipments containing about 12,500 cubic
meters will eventually be sentto WIPP.
Under the proposed action, approximately 10,500 curies ofPlutonium(Pu)-239 would be
disposed of at WIPP. This is a small increase compared to the 785,000 curies ofPu-239
currently slated for disposal at WIPP, and even with the increase the curie content of the total
amount ofTRUW slated for disposal at WIPP will fall well under the 931,000 curies ofPu-239
analyzed in the SEIS-II. Similarly, additional curie content for other plutonium isotopes as a
result of this proposed action would be small in comparison to the quantities analyzed in the
SEIS-II, and would be within the total analyzed in the SEIS-II.
The SEIS-II discussesand presentsthe potential impacts to members of the public (both the
maximally exposed individual and the population within 50 miles), non-involved workers (both
individual and population), and involved workers from both waste treatment and waste disposal
operations. Waste treatment involves operations that would occur at DOE originating sites,
including treatment and/or repackaging to meet planning-basis WAC, prior to shipment of the
waste to WIPP. Waste disposal operations include all operations that would occur at WIPP. The
impacts from both normal operation and accidents are analyzed. These impacts are summarized
in Section 5.1.9 of the SEIS-II and presented in more detail in Appendices B, E, F, and G.
Becausethe materials involved in the proposed action have a higher plutonium loading than that
assumed in the SEIS-ll for RFETS materials, the potential impacts from the repackaging
activities are based on an adjustment of the impacts presented in that SEIS. Depending on the
type of impacts at issue, different factors (i.e., volume, plutonium loading, or a combination of
both, shown in Tables I and 2) were used to adjust the impacts presented in the SEIS-ll. The
comparison uses the quantities analyzed in SEIS- II Action Alternative 1 (based on an estimated
disposal volume of 273,000 m3) which representsthe most conservative analysis.
For potential nonnal operational impacts during the proposed repackaging at RFETS, the factor
used to adjust the SEIS-II impacts is the ratio of the amount of plutonium in Tables 1 and 2 (ratio
of volume times plutonium loading) becausethese impacts are proportional to the amount of
plutonium repackaged. For the potential impacts of radiological accidents at RFETS, the SEIS-II
impacts were adjusted by the ratio of plutonium loading since the impact from an accident is
proportional to the amount of plutonium in a container at risk during an accident. For the
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potential noffilal transportation impacts, the SEIS-ll impacts were adjusted for the number of
shipments becausethese impacts are proportional to the number of containers shipped. No
further adjustment was used in the noffilal radiological transportation impacts becauseonce the
plutonium-bearing materials are repackagedto meet the WIPP WAC, the radiological impacts
would be bounded by the dose rates used in the SEIS-ll. For potential impacts from a severe
accident during transportation, no adjustment is needed since the SEIS-ll analysis already
assumedmaximum allowable amount of plutonium in eachshipping container.
Tables 3 through 6 compare the impacts of repackaging and transporting the RFETS material
under the proposed action with the impacts presented in the SEIS-II. Table 7 presents the small
impacts of disposal operations at WIPP analyzed in the SEIS-II and the accompanying text
explains that the proposed action's impacts are bounded by those presented in that SEIS. The
potential impacts to an individual (maximally exposed individual of public or non-involved
worker) are shown as the probability of developing a latent cancer fatality (LCF). The potential
impacts to populations (general public or workers) are shown as the predicted number of
additional LCF. The numerical results are presented in scientific notation form. For example, in
Table 3, the SEIS-II probability of a LCF occurring for the maximally exposed individual in ~e
general public is presented as "1.4E-09" and may be read "1.4 x 10-9" or "0.0000000014",
meaning 1.4 occurrences for every one billion population.
Table 3 shows the potential radiological health effects from normal repackaging operations at
RFETS for both the proposed action material and from the SEIS-II. The SA heath effects are
based on the SEIS-II impacts, adjusted by the ratio of volume times plutonium loading because
these impacts are proportional to the amount of plutonium repackaged. The potential for a latent
cancer fatality from repackaging operations at RFETS for the assumedmaximum case
representedby the SEIS-II is very small, and the predicted impacts for the proposed action
material are one to two orders of magnitude smaller yet. Moreover, this small impact for the
proposed action is bounded by SEIS-II analysis becausethe actual total amount of material
repackaged at RFETS will be well below the assumptions of the SEIS-II, even when the
proposed action material is considered.

Table 3 Comparison of Normal Operational Radiological Health Effects

Source:DOE, 1997b,TableB-4. The SA healtheffectsarebasedon SEIS-II impactsadjustedby the ratio of
volume times plutoniumloading of Table I divided by the volumetimes plutoniumloading from Table 2.
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Table 4 comparesthe potential healtheffects from the most severeaccidentscenarioat RFETS
underthe proposedactionwith thosefrom the SEIS-W. The mostsevereaccidentfor
repackagingoperationsanalyzedin the SEIS-II is the breachof a containercausedby an
earthquake.The SA healtheffectsarebasedon the SEIS-II healtheffectsadjustedby the
plutonium loading,sincethe impactis proportionalto the amountof plutonium in a containerat
risk during an accident. The potential healtheffectsfrom the mostsevereaccidentscenario
underthe proposedactionare abouttwo times greaterthan thosepresentedin the SEIS-II due to
the higherplutoniumloading. However,the potentialimpactsfor an earthquake-induced
accidentarestill small andcomparableto thosepresentedin the SEIS-II. Furthermore,the larger
impactspredictedfor the proposedactionaremitigated by the very low probability of the
occurrenceof an initiating event. The earthquakescenariohasa predictedfrequencyof lessthan
once every 100,000years(DOE, 1997b).

Table 4 Comparison of Most Severe Accident Scenario Radiological Health Effects

Source:DOE, 1997b,Table G-13, Contact-HandledWaste. SA healtheffectsbasedon the SEIS-II healtheffects
times the plutoniumloading from Table I divided by the plutoniumloading of Table2.
* The SEIS-II estimatedthatthe involved workerwould not be expectedto survivethe catastrophicearthquake:if
not killed by falling debris from the collapsingbuilding,the involved workercould inhale high levels of
radionuclidesor hazardousmaterials.

Table 5 comparesthe potential radiological transportation health effects predicted for the
proposed action with the results predicted in the SEIS-ll. Per shipment LCF rates were
multiplied by the total number of shipments to obtain the aggregate number of health effects.
For normal shipping activities, the potential incident-free radiological transportation health
effects for the proposed action are about one order of magnitude less than the estimated health
effects presented in the SEIS-ll. The potential severe accident radiological health effects for the

3 The SEIS-II also analyzedtwo other accidentscenarios:a wastespill and a drum fire. Like the earthquake
scenario,the impactsof eachwould vary asa function of the plutonium loading of the containerinvolved in the
accident. Thus,like the earthquakescenario,the impactswould be approximatelytwice as greatfor the proposed
actionmaterialas for thatassumedin the SEIS-II. Both a wastespill and a drum fire aremore likely to occur than
an earthquake,but the impactsfrom eitherare muchlower. The wastespill hasa predictedfrequencyof occurrence
once every 1,000years,while the drum fire hasa predictedfrequencyof occurrenceof once every 10,000years.
However,the impactsof eithera wastespill or a drum fire would be four ordersof magnitudelessthanthosefor an
earthquake,becausethe earthquakescenarioassumesa much greaterreleaseof materialinto the atmosphereas a
resultof a building collapse. Therefore,this analysisusesthe earthquakescenariofor comparingthe proposed
actionto the SEIS-II.
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proposed action are estimated to be the same as in the SEIS- II since a shipping container would
contain the maximum allowable amounts of plutonium as assumed in the SEIS-II.

Table 5 Comparison of Radiological Transportation Health Effects

Incident-freeLCF's for boththe SEIS-II shipmentsandthe SA shipmentsare calculatedby multiplying the
numberof LCFs per shipment,3.9E-05(calculatedfrom the SEIS-II, TableE-12, DOE, 1997b)with the
numberof shipmentsin Tables I and2. LCFs from a severeaccidentare takenfrom the SEIS-II, Table E22, (DOE, I 997b).

Table 6 compares the potential non-radiological transportation health effects for the proposed
action with those from the SEIS-II. Per shipment accident rates were multiplied by the total
number of shipments to obtain the aggregatenumber of health effects. The potential nonradiological transportation health effects involving the proposed action materials range from one
to two orders of magnitude less than the estimated health effects presented in the SEIS-II.

Table 6 Comparison of Non-Radiological Transportation Health Effects

Route

Total Numberof I Total Number of
AccidentFatalities LCFs from Pollution
SEIS-ll

RFETS to WIPP

2.]E-Ol

SA
j 4.5E-OJ

SEIS-II
I 9.5E-O3

SA
I 2.0E-O4

The total numberof accidentfatalities andpollution-causedLCFs for both the SEIS-II shipmentsand the
SA shipmentsarecalculatedby multiplying the numberof accidentfatalities per shipment,1.0E-04,and
the numberof pollution-causedLCFs per shipment,4.5E-O6(both takenfrom the SEIS-II, Table E-8, DOE,
1997b),respectively,with the numberof shipmentsin Tables I and 2.

Table 7 presentsthe potential impacts during disposal operations for all TRUW at WIPP as
shown in the SEIS-II. The Table demonstratesthat the total potential impacts of disposal at
WIPP are small. Furthermore, as discussedearlier, the additional proposed action materials are
within the bounds of the volume of waste assumedin the SEIS-II to be disposed of at WIPP.
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Therefore,the potentialimpactsof disposingof the proposedactionmaterialsare both negligibly
small and fully consideredin the SEIS-II.
Table 7 Impacts During Disposal Operations At WIPP

Receptor
Maximally Exposed
Individual
Offsite Population

SevereAccidents
(Worst Accident Impact)

Normal Operations

Dose

HealthEffects

9.0E-04rem
4.5£-07
mer 70 years) probability ofLCF
6.0E-OI
3.0£-04LCF

person-rem
(per 35 years)

Maximally Exposed
Noninvolved
Worker
Maximally Exposed
Involved Worker
---

Involved Workforce

1.lE-O2
probability of LCF
~

1.0E+03 rem
(per ~5-years)

1.IE+04
person-rem

-

1.0E-03rem
4.0E-07
probability
ofLCF
(pe!35 years)
2.8£+01 rem
(per 35 years)

Dose
1.6£+02rem

4.0E-OI LCF

1.6E+O2rem

HealthEffects
8.0E-02
ofobabilitv of LCF
5.5£+00 LCF

6.0E-O2

Onepostulated
deathfrom
crushin2

Dfobabilitv
of LCF
-Onepostulated
deathfrom
crushin2

N.R

N.R.

Source:DOE, 1997b,Nonnal OperationalDoses-Tables F-25 andF-26; SevereAccidents-Table G-44. Nonnal
OperationalHealth Effectsbasedon 0.0005LCF per person-remfor the generalpublic and 0.0004LCF per personrem for workers.N.R.-Not reported.

CONCLUSIONS
The potential impacts of the proposed action were found to be small and not significantly
different from the impacts evaluated in the SEIS-II. The estimated impacts from normal
operations are estimated at "ne to two orders of magnitude less than the impacts presented in the
SEIS-II. The estimated impacts from the most severe accident at RFETS would be
approximately two times greaterthan those presented in the SEIS-II. However, these potential
impacts are small in either case. Furthermore, the larger impacts associatedwith the proposed
action are mitigated by the fact that the initiating event for the accident -an earthquake -has a
very low probability of occurrence (less than once every 100,000 years). The potential normal
transportation impacts would be one to two orders of magnitude less than those presented in the
SEIS-II. The potential health effects from severe accidents during transportation are estimated to
be the same as presented in the SEIS-II. The potential impacts of disposal operations at WIPP
associatedwith the proposed action are negligibly small and fully considered in the SEIS-II.
From a cumulative perspective, the potential impacts of the proposed action combined with the
potential impacts of ongoing and previously decided WIPP-related activities are well within the
range of potential impacts analyzed in the SEIS-II.
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DETERMINATION
The results of this SA indicate that the activities necessaryto repackage approximately 0.97 MT
of plutonium-bearing materials (containing about 0.18 MT of surplus plutonium) at RFETS,
transport those materials to WIPP, and dispose of those materials at WIPP are the same as or
very similar to the activities analyzed in the WIPP SEIS-II. The potential impacts of the
activities were found to be small and not significantly different from potential impacts evaluated
in the SEIS-II. On this basis, DOE has detennined that the proposed action will not constitute a
substantial change in actions previously analyzed and will not constitute significant new
circumstances or infonnation relevant to environmental concerns and bearing on the previously
analyzed action of its impacts. Therefore, it is not necessaryto undertake additional NEP A
analysis.

Issuedin Washington,D.C., on NovemberL,

--Secretary
for
Environmental Management

2002.
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